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Kharl Jhon Rhane Enriquez
Orion, Bataan, Philippines enriquezkharl14@gmail.com 09456543438 https://www.linkedin.com/in/kharl-enriquez/

https://www.karlogic.dev/

SUMMARY
Experienced developer with expertise in React, CSS, JavaScript, TypeScript, Next.js, Node.js, Sass, Redux, Figma, Git, HTML, and 

Bootstrap. Skilled in creating responsive and intuitive user interfaces using React and other front-end technologies, with a focus on 
scalability, maintainability, and performance. Experienced in developing and integrating RESTful APIs and state management 

solutions. Proficient in using Git for version control and collaboration. Excellent design skills using Figma. Proven ability to work 

collaboratively in a team environment and deliver high-quality work within tight timelines

SKILLS
Software: Javascript, Typescript, Nodejs, Reactjs, Css, Next Js, Tailwindcss, Html, Scss, MongoDb, Redux, SQL, Azure, .Net, 
Firebase

Other: Agile methodology, Scrum, Sprint, Daily Stand

EXPERIENCE
Mid React Js Developer
Questronix Corp. May 2023 - January 2024 Makati,

Developed and maintained responsive web applications using React.js, ensuring optimal user experience across various devices 

and browsers.

•

Collaborated with cross-functional teams including designers and backend developers to deliver high-quality, scalable, and 
performant front-end solutions.

•

Implemented new features and user interfaces according to design specifications and user requirements.•

Participated in code reviews, providing constructive feedback and adhering to best practices to maintain code quality and 

consistency.

•

Improved application performance by optimizing rendering processes, minimizing API calls, and employing state management 

libraries like Redux.

•

Integrated RESTful APIs and GraphQL endpoints to retrieve and update data, maintaining data integrity and seamless user 

interactions.

•

Utilized modern CSS methodologies such as CSS Modules or Styled Components to create visually appealing and consistent UI 

components.

•

Ensured code maintainability and reusability by creating modular, well-documented, and efficiently structured codebase.•

Worked with version control systems (e.g., Git) to manage codebase, collaborate with teammates, and resolve merge conflicts.•
Diagnosed and resolved technical issues and bugs, identifying root causes and implementing solutions to maintain application 

stability.

•

Participated in Agile/Scrum ceremonies, contributing to sprint planning, stand-up meetings, and retrospectives to ensure timely 

project delivery.

•

Stayed updated with the latest industry trends and advancements in React.js and front-end development, incorporating new tools 

and practices where applicable.

•

React Developer
Zeniark Philippines Consulting Corp. October 2022 - April 2023 Clark Freeport Zone,

Collaborating with the design and development teams to create responsive and intuitive user interfaces.•
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Writing clean, modular, and well-documented code using React JS and other relevant technologies.•

Participating in code reviews, testing, and debugging to ensure the highest quality of software.•

Staying up-to-date with the latest trends and best practices in web development and contributing to the improvement of the 

team's processes and workflows.

•

Working with APIs to integrate data into the front-end and handling user interactions and events.•

Troubleshooting and resolving technical issues related to React JS and other front-end technologies.•

Continuously optimizing the user experience by identifying and addressing performance bottlenecks and improving accessibility.•

React Developer
Wide-out Workforces Inc. July 2021 - September 2022 Makati,

Designed REST calls using React to streamline user interface performance.•

Developing reusable components: Creating reusable components that can be used across different parts of the application to 

improve consistency and reduce code.

•

Implementing state management: Responsible for implementing state management solutions such as Redux, Context API to 

manage the application's state and ensure data consistency.

•

Improved code maintainability by creating a modular design structure for easy maintenance.•

Freelance Web Developer
Karlogic May 2020 - July 2021 Philippines,

Developing responsive and intuitive user interfaces that meet the needs of your business and its users.•

Writing clean, well-documented, and maintainable code using relevant technologies such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript, ReactJS, 

NodeJS, .Net Api, and other frameworks as required.

•

Implementing efficient and scalable back-end solutions using databases such as MySQL, MongoDB, and Firebase.•

Integrating third-party APIs and payment gateways to provide additional functionality to your website or web application.•

Optimizing website or web application performance by identifying and addressing performance bottlenecks.•

Providing ongoing support and maintenance for your website or web application to ensure that it remains up-to-date and 

functional.

•

EDUCATION
Undergraduate Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
Eastwoods Professional College • Balanga • 2015 - 2016

Highschool Diploma
Jose Rizal Institute • Orion • 2015

CERTIFICATIONS
Scrum Foundation Professional Certificate - SFPC™
CertiProf • 2023

Enterprise Design Thinking Practitioner
IBM • 2023

The Web Developer Bootcamp 2021
Udemy • 2021

The course covers a wide range of topics, from basic web development concepts to more advanced topics like authentication, 
security, and deployment.

•


